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Become A Marketing Expert In Very Less Time!!!This Marketing 101 Book Covers Each And
Every Topic Of The Core Marketing.With The Help Of This Marketing 101 Book, You Can Learn
Marketing Very Easily, You Don't Need To Learn Marketing The Hard Way.This Is One Of The
Best Marketing Book For Beginners To Advanced Because It Take You From The Basic Level Of
Marketing To High Level Marketing.You Can Become Marketing Zero To Hero In Very Less
Time!!!The Concepts In This Marketing 101 Book Are Explained Very Beautifully With
Examples.This Is The Only Book You Need For Expertise In Marketing Fundamentals.

“This collection of narratives about the world's worst industrial accident reads like an apocalyptic
fairy tale. . . . The monologues . . . are exquisite in their plainspoken anguish. And as such, they
are beautifully unbearable to read.” ―Time Out Chicago“A chorus of fatalism, stoic bravery, and
black, black humor is sounded in this haunting oral history. . . . The result is an indelible X-ray of
the Russian soul.” ―Publishers WeeklyThe Nobel Prize in Literature 2015 was awarded to
Belarusian author Svetlana Alexievich "for her polyphonic writings, a monument to suffering and
courage in our time".“Shocking accounts of life in a poisoned world. And what quintessentially
human stories these are, as each distinct voice expresses anger, fear, ignorance, stoicism, valor,
compassion, and love. Alexievich put her own health at risk to gather these invaluable frontline
testimonies, which she has transmuted into a haunting and essential work of literature that one
can only hope documents a never-to-be-repeated catastrophe.” ―Booklist (starred
review)“Devastating . . . Essential, powerful, and brave.” ―John Freeman, The Star-Ledger
(Newark)--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From
Booklist*Starred Review* "Chernobyl is like the war of all wars. There's nowhere to hide." On
April 26, 1986, the people of Belarus lost everything when a reactor at the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Station exploded. Many people died outright, and many were evacuated, forced to leave
behind everything from pets to family photographs. Millions of acres remain contaminated, and
thousands of people continue to be afflicted with diseases caused by radiation as 20 tons of
nuclear fuel sit in a reactor shielded by a leaking sarcophagus known as the Cover. For three
years, journalist Alexievich spoke with scores of survivors--the widow of a first responder, an on-
the-scene cameraman, teachers, doctors, farmers, Party bureaucrats, a historian, scientists,
evacuees, resettlers, grandmothers, mothers--and she now presents their shocking accounts of
life in a poisoned world. And what quintessentially human stories these are, as each distinct
voice expresses anger, fear, ignorance, stoicism, valor, compassion, and love. Alexievich put her
own health at risk to gather these invaluable frontline testimonies, which she has transmuted into
a haunting and essential work of literature that one can only hope documents a never-to-be-
repeated catastrophe. Donna SeamanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights



reserved --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyA chorus of fatalism,
stoic bravery and black, black humor is sounded in this haunting oral history of the 1986 nuclear
reactor catastrophe in what is now northeastern Ukraine. Russian journalist Alexievich records a
wide array of voices: a woman who clings to her irradiated, dying husband though nurses warn
her "that's not a person anymore, that's a nuclear reactor"; a hunter dispatched to evacuated
villages to exterminate the household pets; soldiers sent in to clean up the mess, bitter at the
callous, incompetent Soviet authorities who "flung us there, like sand on the reactor," but
accepting their lot as a test of manhood; an idealistic nuclear engineer whose faith in
communism is shattered. And there are the local peasants who take this latest in a long line of
disasters in stride, filtering back to their homes to harvest their contaminated potatoes,
shrugging that if they survived the Germans, they'll survive radiation. Alexievich shapes these
testimonies into novelistic "monologues" that convey a vivid portrait of late-Communist malaise,
in which bullying party bosses, paranoid propaganda and chaotic mobilizations are resisted with
bleak sarcasm ("It wasn't milk, it was a radioactive byproduct"), mournful philosophizing ("[t]he
mechanism of evil will work under conditions of apocalypse") and lots of vodka. The result is an
indelible X-ray of the Russian soul.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorSvetlana Alexievich was born in the Ukraine and studied journalism at the University of
Minsk. She has received numerous awards for her writing, including a prize from the Swedish
PEN Institute for "courage and dignity as a writer." Her books include Zinky Boys, Secondhand
Time, and Voices from Chernobyl, which won the National Book Critics Circle Award. She is the
winner of the 2015 Nobel Prize in Literature. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter
OneMonologue about what can be talked about with the living and the deadThe wolf came into
the yard at night. I look out the window and there he is, eyes shining like headlights. Now I’m
used to everything. I’ve been living alone for seven years, seven years since the people left.
Sometimes at night I’ll just be sitting here thinking, thinking, until it’s lights out again. So on this
day I was up all night, sitting on my bed, and then I went out to look at how the sun was. What
should I tell you? Death is more just than anything else in the world: no one can escape it. The
earth takes everyone--the kind, the cruel, the sinners. Aside from that, there’s no justice on earth.
I worked hard and honestly my whole life. But I didn’t get any justice. God was dividing things up
somewhere, and by the time the line came to me there was nothing left. A young person can die,
an old person has to die... At first, I waited for people to come--I thought they’d come back. No
one said they were leaving forever, they said they were leaving for a while. But now I’m just
waiting for death. Dying isn’t hard, but it is scary. There’s no church. The priest doesn’t come.
There’s no one to tell my sins to.The first time they told us we had radiation, we thought: It’s a
sort of a sickness, and whoever gets it dies right away. No, no, they said, it’s this thing that lies on
the ground, and gets into the ground, but you can’t see it. Animals might be able to see it and
hear it, but people can’t.The police and the soldiers put up these signs. Some were next to



people’s houses, some were in the street--they’d write, 70 curie, 60 curie. We’d always lived off
our potatoes, and then suddenly--we’re not allowed to! For some people it was real bad, for
others it was funny. They advised us to work in our gardens in masks and rubber gloves. And
then another big scientist came to the meeting hall and told us that we needed to wash our
yards. Come on! I couldn’t believe what I was hearing! They ordered us to wash our sheets, our
blankets, our curtains. But they’re in storage! In closets and trunks. There’s no radiation in there!
Behind glass? Behind closed doors! Come on! It’s in the forest, in the field. They closed the
wells, locked them up, wrapped them in cellophane. Said the water was “dirty.” How can it be
dirty when it’s so clean? They told us a bunch of nonsense. You’ll die. You need to leave.
Evacuate.People got scared. They got fi lled up with fear. At night people started packing up their
things. I also got my clothes, folded them up. My red badges for my honest labor, and my lucky
kopeika that I had. Such sadness! It filled my heart. Let me be struck down right here if I’m lying.
And then I hear about how the soldiers were evacuating one village, and this old man and
woman stayed. Until then, when people were roused up and put on buses, they’d take their cow
and go into the forest. They’d wait there. Like during the war, when they were burning down the
villages. Why would our soldiers chase us? [Starts crying.] It’s not stable, our life. I don’t want to
cry.Oh! Look there--a crow. I don’t chase them away. Although sometimes a crow will steal eggs
from the barn. I still don’t chase them away. I don’t chase anyone away! Yesterday a little rabbit
came over. There’s a village nearby, also there’s one woman living there, I said, come by. Maybe
it’ll help, maybe it won’t, but at least there’ll be someone to talk to. At night everything hurts. My
legs are tingling, like there are little ants running through them, that’s my nerve running through
me. It’s like that when I pick something up. Like wheat being crushed. Crunch, crunch. Then the
nerve calms down. I’ve already worked enough in my life, been sad enough. I’ve had enough of
everything and I don’t want anything more.I have daughters, and sons... They’re all in the city.
But I’m not going anywhere! God gave me years, but he didn’t give me a fair share. I know that
an old person gets boring, that the younger generation will run out of patience. I haven’t had
much joy from my children. The women, the ones who’ve gone into the city, are always crying.
Either their daughter-in-law is hurting their feelings, or their daughter is. They want to come back.
My husband is here. He’s buried here. If he wasn’t lying here, he’d be living in some other place.
And I’d be with him. [Cheers up suddenly.] And why should I leave? It’s nice here! Everything
grows, everything blooming. From the littlest fly to the animals, everything’s living.I’ll remember
everything for you. The planes are flying and flying. Every day. They fly real, real low, right over
our heads. They’re flying to the reactor. To the station. One after the other. While here we have
the evacuation. They’re moving us out. Storming the houses. People have gone under cover,
they’re hiding. The livestock is moaning, the kids are crying. It’s war! And the sun’s out... I sat
down and didn’t come out of the hut, though it’s true I didn’t lock up either. The soldiers knocked.
“Ma’am, have you packed up?” And I said: “Are you going to tie my hands and feet?” They didn’t
say anything, didn’t say anything, and then they left. They were young. They were kids! Old
women were crawling on their knees in front of their houses, begging. The soldiers picked them



up under their arms and into the car. But I told them, whoever touched me was going to get it. I
cursed at them! I cursed good. I didn’t cry. That day I didn’t cry. I sat in my house. One minute
there’s yelling. Yelling! And then it’s quiet. Very quiet. On that day--that first day I didn’t leave the
house.They told me later that there was a column of people walking. And next to that there was a
column of livestock. It was war! My husband liked to say that people may shoot, but it’s God who
delivers the bullet. Everyone has his own fate. The young ones who left, some of them have
already died. In their new place. Whereas me, I’m still walking around. Slowing down, sure.
Sometimes it’s boring, and I cry. The whole village is empty. There’s all kinds of birds here. They
fly around. And there’s elk here, all you want. [Starts crying.]I remember everything. Everyone up
and left, but they left their dogs and cats. The first few days I went around pouring milk for all the
cats, and I’d give the dogs a piece of bread. They were standing in their yards waiting for their
masters. They waited for them a long time. The hungry cats ate cucumbers. They ate tomatoes.
Until autumn I took care of my neighbor’s lawn, up to the fence. Her fence fell down, I hammered
it back up again. I waited for the people. My neighbor had a dog named Zhuchok. “Zhuchok,“ I’d
say, “if you see the people first, give me a shout.”One night I dreamt I was getting evacuated. The
officer yells, “Lady! We’re going to burn everything down and bury it. Come out!” And they drive
me somewhere, to some unknown place. Not clear where. It’s not the town, it’s not the village. It’s
not even Earth.One time--I had a nice little kitty. Vaska. One winter the rats were really hungry
and they were attacking. There was nowhere to go. They’d crawl under the covers. I had some
grain in a barrel, they put a hole in the barrel. But Vaska saved me. I’d have died without him.
We’d talk, me and him, and eat dinner. Then Vaska disappeared. The hungry dogs ate him,
maybe, I don’t know. They were always running around hungry, until they died. The cats were so
hungry they ate their kittens. Not during the summer, but during the winter they would. God,
forgive me!Sometimes now I can’t even make it all the way through the house. For an old woman
even the stove is cold during the summer. The police come here sometimes, check things out,
they bring me bread. But what are they checking for?It’s me and the cat. This is a different cat.
When we hear the police, we’re happy. We run over. They bring him a bone. Me they’ll ask: “What
if the bandits come?” “What’ll they get off me? What’ll they take? My soul? Because that’s all I
have.” They’re good boys. They laugh. They brought me some batteries for my radio, now I listen
to it. I like Lyudmilla Zykina, but she’s not singing as much anymore. Maybe she’s old now, like
me. My man used to say--he used to say, “The dance is over, put the violin back in the case.”I’ll
tell you how I found my kitty. I lost my Vaska. I waited a day, two days, then a month. So that was
that. I was all alone. No one even to talk to. I walked around the village, going into other people’s
yards, calling out: Vaska. Murka. Vaska! Murka! At first there were a lot of them running around,
and then they disappeared somewhere. Death doesn’t care. The earth takes everyone. So I’m
walking, and walking. For two days. On the third day I see him under the store. We exchange
glances. He’s happy, I’m happy. But he doesn’t say anything. “All right,“ I say, “let’s go home.” But
he sits there, meowing. So then I say: “What’ll you do here by yourself? The wolves will eat you.
They’ll tear you apart. Let’s go. I have eggs, I have some lard.” But how do I explain it to him?



Cats don’t understand human language, then how come he understood me? I walk ahead, and
he runs behind me. Meowing. &...--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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